UWIC February 4, 2016


I. Call to order ~9:40

II. Old Business:

Reminder: in the fall, the following MDC motions were approved by UCF:

Motion: change the course designator for non-IDS-major specific IDS courses to MDC (multidisciplinary course).

Motion: MDC definition: “Multidisciplinary (MDC) courses address a question or problem so broad/complex that it cannot be adequately explored through a single discipline or field. MDC courses are those that encompass multiple disciplines in terms of the application or topic focus, and the method of inquiry.”

Motion: new course proposals for MDC courses include a portion where the proposer explains why such a course is not cross-listed or listed as a major-coded course.

a. MDC course approval pathway

New motion: MDC courses will follow the standard, existing approval pathway (including DCC of proposer). In effect, it will be UCF and all involved subcommittees (e.g. NMC, LEPAC) that will decide if all appropriate DCCs have given notification/their approval of MDC proposals.

Motioned M. Enjalran, D. Fairchild seconded, Motion passes 16-0

III. New Business:

a. Discussion of recommendations from online course committee. Discussion will continue to next meeting.

IV. Meeting adjourned 10:50

Minutes submitted by K. Stiver